TERRAORO INFORMATION SHEET
TIPS FOR APPLICATION
For the application of Terraoro is recommended to comply with the usual rules and
general guidelines for the installation of terracotta tiles.
However, due to the craftsmanship of the product and the gold coating, it is
recommended to pay attention to the following tips during the application:
a) For correct application, we recommend the use of the following products for putting
the tiles in place and filling the joints:
Type of glue recommended: to be chosen depending on the surface onto
which Terraoro is to be applied. For example, we recommend the use of
Kerakoll type "h40 tenax" or Kerakoll type "superflex" for the application on
the surfaces listed in the respective data sheets;
Type of stucco to cover joints: Kerakoll type “Fugabella Porcellana";
b) Due to the handcrafted nature of this product, it is possible that there will be
differences in levels if mixed formats are applied, for example mosaic tiles and
listels. Therefore before applying mixed formats it is advisable to check the
thickness of the products and to set the mortar to compensate for any differences in
height;
c) Due to the handcrafted nature of this product, during design and application, we
recommend that you consider a layer of mortar at least 4 - 5 mm thick;
d) For application on vertical walls, given the weight of Terraoro tiles, “x” spacers
should be used to prevent the bricks falling.
e) We advise the use of localized methods for applying the stucco to the joints, such
as by grouting gun or other tool. If applied with a spatula, although strongly
discouraged, given the natural irregularities of the surface, we recommend washing
with a sponge and water immediately after application to remove the excess stucco
from the surface. When the grouting is completed, it is recommended to wash the
tiles with water to remove any residual traces of stucco;
f) The surface of Terraoro tiles should not be damaged with mortar, abrasives, or
concentrated acids or alkalis. Pay particular attention both during and after
application;
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MANTEINANCE TIPS
These products can be cleaned only with water added with mild detergent. It is
recommended, in the process of cleaning, not to use abrasives, or concentrated acids or
alkalis. We recommend using a not excessively abrasive sponge.

GENERAL INFORMATION
We not accept responsibility for damage to these materials caused by improper
application and / or maintenance. For the application we strongly recommend the strict
observance of the instructions provided.
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